PROVISIONAL AGENDA

for the 2075th meeting of the COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION
(Justice and Home Affairs)

Brussels, Thursday 19 March 1998 (10.00)

1. Adoption of the Agenda

2. Adoption of the list of "A" items
   doc. 6862/98 PTS A 14

3. Report on openness
   doc. 6407/98 JAI 6

4. Convention on Driving Disqualification
   doc. 6812/98 JUSTPEN 33
   + COR 1 (en)

5. Joint Action establishing the European judicial network
   docs 6882/98 CRIMORG 43
        9804/5/97 CRIMORG 1 REV 5

6. Joint Action on participation in criminal organisations
   doc. 6823/98 CRIMORG 40

7. Convention on Mutual Legal Assistance
   doc. 6845/98 JUSTPEN 34

8. Preparations for enlargement (Justice and Home Affairs)
   doc. 6485/1/98 JAI 8 ELARG 14 REV 1

9. Europol/EDU
   a) Council decision concerning Article 2(2) of the Europol
      Convention
      doc. 6350/2/98 EUROPOL 31 REV 2
   b) Progress Report
10. Review of Action Plan on influx of migrants from Iraq and the neighbouring region
   docs  6857/98 ASIM 75 EUROPOL 39
         6754/98 JUR 115 ASIM 72

11. Eurodac Convention
    docs  6856/98 ASIM 74
          6191/2/98 ASIM 46 REV 2
          6754/98 JUR 115 ASIM 72

12. Implementation of the Dublin Convention
    doc.  6049/98 ASIM 38

13. Any other business